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Abstract

The Auxiliary Fluid Flowmeter is proposed to measure the fluid flow of any kind in both pipes and open channels. In this kind of flow measurement, the flow of an auxiliary fluid is measured instead of direct measurement of the main fluid flow. The auxiliary fluid is injected into the main fluid and with measuring its travel time between two different positions, its velocity could be calculated. Given the velocity of the auxiliary fluid, the velocity of the main fluid could be calculated. Using this technique, it is possible to
measure the velocity of any kind of fluids, if an appropriate auxiliary fluid be chosen. The fabrication of a prototype flowmeter and experimental verification of the analytical data were reported. The fabricated prototype is able to measure the velocity of the water in an open channel.
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### 1. Introduction

Measuring the velocity and flow rate of flowing fluids is important in both research and industry purposes. Nowadays, various kinds of flowmeters such as: Ultrasonic [1, 2] and Turbine flowmeters [3] and Electromagnetic flow measurements [4] are widely used. For all of these systems, the situations and standards are important. Hence, a flowmeter designer will be limited to use some sensors and certain equipments in his/her design. So the process of production will be expensive and in some applications, designing a flowmeter for a certain fluid, using the current method would be expensive.

In this paper we have proposed a method in which an auxiliary fluid could be used to measure the flow of the main fluid. The auxiliary fluid is injected into the main fluid and its velocity is measured. Given the velocity of the auxiliary fluid, the flow rate of the main fluid could be calculated. By means of an appropriate auxiliary fluid, it is possible to add new features to the flowmeter system. For instance, a simple sensor could be selected for the flowmeter and it is either possible to measure the velocity of fluids of any kind. With this technique, flowmeters for certain materials or situations could be designed e.g. no matter the fluid has more impurity and bubbles.

### 2. Principle of Operation

Fig.1 illustrates the configuration of the proposed Auxiliary Fluid Flowmeter. As the figure shows, the main fluid is flowed together with the auxiliary fluid (AF) into the pipe. There are two sensors in the pipe positioned at a certain distance of X from each other which are sensitive to the auxiliary fluid. In presence of the auxiliary fluid, a change occurs in an electrical property of the sensor (e.g. Change in electrical resistance, inductance or capacitance).

![Figure 1: The Configuration of the Auxiliary Fluid Flowmeter.](image)

When the AF reaches the first sensor at the time $t=t_1$, an electric pulse will be provided by this sensor as illustrated in Fig.2.a. Then the AF flows together with the main fluid toward the second sensor and therefore an electric pulse will be created on the output of the second sensor at time $t=t_2$ as shown in Fig.2.b.
Figure 2: (a) The output pulse of the first sensor (b) The output pulse of the second sensor.

At first, the output of each sensor is constant. In the presence of AF, the sensor output signal would rise to a certain value instantaneously. Then it will decrease slowly along the time, due to the time needed for a volume of AF to pass the sensor. It is desirable to decrease this fall time by decreasing the volume of injected AF. But certain amount of AF is needed to meet the minimum requirement set by the sensitivity of the sensor. Because the AF is propagated as it moves forward in the pipe, the second sensor meets less concentration of it and therefore the peak values of output signals of the first and second sensors (a and b) are different.

Measuring the time between two pulses (T) helps us to calculate the mean velocity of the AF in the pipe using:

\[ V_{A.F} = \frac{X}{T} \]

Calculating the \( V_{A.F} \) relates to measurement of the flow rate of the main fluid considering the fluids behaviors, flow velocity profile and other effective parameters.

In open channel and also close conduit systems, it’s clear that:

\[ V_{A.F} \neq V_{M.F} \]

Where, \( V_{M.F} \) is the mean velocity of the main fluid. Hence, reaching the flow rate amount from \( V_{A.F} \) requires several equations to be solved. We experimentally proved that: in turbulent flows by implementation of some changes in system and factors we can ignore the error sources and have:

\[ V_{A.F} \approx V_{M.F} \]

Given the area of the pipe, the flow rate could be calculated.

These important factors mentioned below:

- Blockade made by sensors which are placed in the fluid flow direction would change the velocity of the fluid inside the pipe and makes a large amount of error in measuring.

To obtain this problem, choosing sensors with smaller dimensions related to the diameter of the pipe would be helpful because smaller sensors do not change the profile of the flow. On the other hand using non-contact sensors is ideal.
The volume of the AF and its injection velocity is so important in accurate measurements. Injection of the AF inside the main fluid would cause the velocity of the main fluid changes and becomes far from its actual value. The amount of injected auxiliary fluid should be decreased as much as possible and at the same time, the sensitivity of each sensor should be increased.

Density Difference between AF and main fluid causes different velocity between them. To overcome this problem the AF density should be close to the main fluid density. It is necessary to choose an appropriate AF, one which could stimulate the sensor well. In order to increase the accuracy of the device, it is possible to implement more than two sensors. In this manner, the velocity of the flow is measured for several distances between the sensors and therefore a more precise measurement will be achieved.

The AF may affect the sensor in several ways. The sensors might be sensitive to the color or electrolytical conductivity of the AF, or it is possible that the inductance or capacitance of the sensor to be changed in presence of AF.

- **Color based sensors** - In this kind of sensors, the opacity of the auxiliary fluid against visible light, ultraviolet or laser beams should be different from that of the main fluid. The sensor could determine the AF from the intensity of received beam.

- **Inductance or capacitance based sensors** - In this kind of sensors, the AF behaves as the core of a coil (in inductance based sensors) or it plays the role of a dielectric of a capacitor (in capacitance based sensors). Based on the type of the sensor, its inductance or capacitance is changed in presence of AF.

- **Electrolytical conductivity (EC) based sensors** - An auxiliary fluid which has a different EC comparing to the main fluid must be used and sensors are composed of two metal bars put inside the main fluid and the resistance between two bars is measured. The resistance would change in the presence of auxiliary fluid and this helps the signal to determine AF.

### 3. Experimental Results

The fabricated prototype A. F. Flowmeter is a water flowmeter which measures the velocity of flowing water in open channels. The device is able to measure fluid rates in the range of 0.3 m/s – 5 m/s with a precision of 1%. This prototype consists of a cylindrical stainless steel pipe with external diameter of 104 millimeter and internal diameter of 100 millimeter and a length of 60 centimeter. Achieving to an accuracy of 1% in this water flowmeter is possible with using two sensors positioned 0.5 meter distant from each other.
In order to measure the flow of the water, saltwater was selected as the auxiliary fluid. Because many physical and chemical properties of the saltwater are similar to that of the water and the saltwater does not make non-standard impurity in water, it operates as an appropriate AF. The implemented sensors measure the electrolytical conductivity of the fluid and hence it measures a different value in the presence of the saltwater.

The device has an electro pump that injects a volume of 1 CC saltwater per second in the flowmeter. So by activating the pump for 0.2 seconds, it is possible to inject 0.2 CC saltwater in the flowmeter which is sufficient to be sensed with the sensors.
The sensors consist of two metal blades with a dimension of 30 mm * 2 mm * 0.2 mm placed at a distance of 2 mm from each other.

**Figure 5:** The diagram of the E.C. sensors.

What is important to measure is the variation of the electrical conductivity not EC itself. Therefore it is not required to have very precise sensors.

For a two-electrode electrochemical cell, electrolytical conductivity $\kappa$ is given by:

$$\kappa = \frac{L}{A} G$$

Where $G$ is the Ohmic conductance of solution, $L$ is the distance between two electrodes and $A$ is the electrode surface.

By means of an appropriate excitation signal and electrodes and etc. it’s proved that: [9, 10, 11]

$$K = \frac{i_{ac}}{\nu_{ac}}$$

In order to measure the transit-time of the Auxiliary Fluid between two sensors and also to other calculations, a microcontroller was implemented.

If the distance between two sensors be $X$ and the time required for AF to travel from the first sensor to the second one be $T$, therefore the velocity of the Auxiliary Fluid, $V'_m$ could be calculated through the following formula:

$$V'_m = \frac{X}{T}$$

Therefore measurement of $T$ allows the velocity of the auxiliary fluid to be calculated. But the velocity of the AF does not equal to the velocity of the main fluid at the center of the pipe, $V_m$. This difference is due to the initial velocity of AF when it is injected into the main fluid and also the volume of injected AF. The following figure illustrates the experimentally aided trace of the $V_m$ versus $V'_m$ obtained through the calibration of the prototype.
For sufficiently great values of $V_m$, the difference between $V_m$ and $V_m'$ becomes great. This is because of the difference between the initial velocity of the saltwater and the water itself. To reduce this difference, it is possible to decrease the volume of the injected AF, but certain minimum amount of AF is required to be sensed by the sensors. For smaller values of $V_m$ (lower than 7 m/s), these curves are approximately co-inside with each other.

- After calculating the water’s mean velocity at the center of the pipe, it is necessary to calculate the channel velocity. The relationship between $V_m$ and $V$ depends on some factors such as: fluid material’s properties and the dimensions of the flowmeter. If the ratio between the pipe’s diameter and its length be appropriate, then it is possible to have a linear relationship between $V_m$ and $V$. Following trace shows the error of the fabricated prototype in various fluid velocities obtained from the calibration of the device.
For fluid velocities smaller than 0.3 m/s, the propagation of the AF in the main fluid and its solution in it are the main reasons of increasing the error in this interval. For fluid velocities greater than 6 m/s, the limitations of sampling times of the sensors, eddy, circular or turbulent flow formation are among the main results to increase the measurement error.

The temperature variation effect on the flow measurement in our proposed flowmeter is illustrated in the following trace. Compared with other kinds of flowmeters, the A.F. Flowmeter has a lower influence from the temperature variation.

Figure 8: The measurement error of the A.F. Flowmeter versus the temperature (V = 2.5 m/s)

Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a new kind of flowmeter named the Auxiliary Fluid Flowmeter. The proposed method is less affected when temperature changes compared to other flow measurements. It is also possible to implement the A.F. Flowmeter when the fluid has some kinds of external impurities or bubbles. The fabricated prototype is able to measure the velocity of the flowing water in an open channel.
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